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Benefits of science have reached all across the globe. For last three centuries science has been
showing its impact on life of human beings. The growth of science in different spheres has gone
across the imaginary boundaries of the human mind. The progress in one field is also leaving its
impact on the others. The invention of animation, 3 dimensional and 2 dimensional pictures is not
only limited to the computer technology sector but it is also used in different chores like
entertainment, education and medicine etc.

The introduction of animation in medical science has brought about tremendous improvement in the
quality of the treatment provided to the patients. More effective means have been evolved for the
control and eradication of diseases from human body. To relive a healthy life medical animation is
playing an important role. In some cases the patients are not even in a clear state of mind about
what treatment should be followed and when. People are also unaware of the depth to which the
roots of their disease are extended. Research work on 2D and 3D animations has helped in
determining the traces and growth of the infection, bacteria, virus etc. and also is helpful in viewing
the movements and functioning of those body parts which are often complex to study. This is one of
the ways in which 3D science can be used to promote human welfare.

Medical animation has endeavored to make the study and training of the aspirant doctors and
surgeons even more comfortable and easy to learn than what it had been in the earlier times. It has
helped the people to harness the maximum potentials of their own leading to the better and
prosperous doctors and thus in return healthier people. It is helpful in many surgeries related to
complex organs like heart, brain and lower abdomen. It also provides a virtual image floating right in
front of the eyes making the viewer even more involved. One can learn better through this
technology than mere reading or writing. The patient and his relatives can also see and judge those
complexities which a doctor is seldom unable to make them understand. By this invention one can
see the picture of oneâ€™s own body and even surgery making one familiar to oneâ€™s own self. That is
why medical animation is considered as a quick, less painful and more accurate means to know
about the diseases prevailing in oneâ€™s body and also to learn

how to tackle with it both from a doctorâ€™s and a patientâ€™s viewpoint.

The wealth of this newly found technological knowledge holds a promise of much greater benefits
for a healthy life.
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